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Treston’s Lifting Platform offers 
ergonomic adjustability even in 
environments where altering the height 
of workbenches is not feasible. 

Such settings encompass logistics centers, 
where individuals operate alongside 
rigid infrastructure, conveyor belts, heavy 
machinery, and tools. In these circumstances, 
a lifting platform facilitates adaptable 
working heights, promoting ergonomic 
postures for employees. 

The Treston Lifting Platform can be 
customized to suit specific customer 
requirements and seamlessly integrated 
into a wide array of intralogistics and other 
environments.

Treston Lifting Platform

 ✓ Improves ergonomics - Makes possible to adjust the working height for employees working next to rigid 
infrastructures such as conveyor lines and big machinery. 

 ✓ Easy and safe to take into use  - Platforms performing with height <500mm include CE-certification. 

 ✓ Adaptable. Platform can be accessored with LCD holders and other useful accessories.

 ✓ Complete workstation solution from one vendor. Solution complements Treston’s wide range of hyper-adaptable 
ergonomic furniture for logistics segment – workbenches, chairs, trolleys, lighting, storage systems

Width Platform measurements can vary. Typical width 1-5 m

Depth Platform measurements can vary. Typical depth 0,5-2,5 m

Height 
adjustment area

Platform measurements can vary. Typical height adjustment 
between 15-45 cm.

Maximum load On typical kind of platform 400 kg. 300 kg dynamic mode / 
600 kg static mode.

Certifications CE certification for platforms which are of <500 mm height.

Height adjustment 
method

Available with foot and hand panel to adjust height. Adjusts to 
different customers needs and country legislations.

Accessories Accessorizable. Platform can be accessored with LCD holders 
and other useful accessories. Easy to modify and adjust to 
different needs and processes

IMPROVE ERGONOMICS WITH



Are you interested 
in efficient and safe 
in-house logistics process?

“Efficient logistics play a paramount role in a company’s success. 
While many focus on optimizing supply chains and automating 
warehouses, it’s equally crucial to direct attention towards workstations. 
These workstations should not only be ergonomic but also seamlessly 
integrated into conveyor lines, facilitating a smooth and efficient workflow 
for the seamless movement of goods.”

The importance of ergonomics in the industrial workplaces is becoming more important day by day. 
The workforce is ageing and on the other hand the younger talent values workplaces which invest in 
workplace health and safety. 

Examples of custom-made solutions for in-house logistics

Treston is your one-stop-provider for all workstation needs

 ✓ Well-designed ergonomic, modular and height-adjustable workbenches along with needed accessories, lighting,  
sit-stand chairs, trolleys and storage solutions give you highly flexible solution

 ✓ Custom-made solutions made to customers specifications:

 •  Solutions for integrating workstations to conveyor platforms, rigid infrastructures or collaborative robots

 •  Lifting platforms 
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